
Greed can be manifested in two ways - overpricing a property or
making a low ball offer. Overpricing a property can lead to it sitting
on the market for an extended period, resulting in price reductions or
even no sale. Similarly, a low ball offer can offend the seller and lead
to no negotiation or counteroffer. It is essential to research the
market and set a fair price or make an offer that aligns with current
market conditions.
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Sloth, or laziness, can be a real problem in real estate. Many people
make the mistake of trying to time the market, waiting for the
perfect moment to buy or sell. The truth is that the market is
unpredictable, and trying to time it is a recipe for disaster. Instead,
you need to be proactive and move quickly when the right
opportunity arises.

Envy is another deadly sin that can lead to poor decisions in real
estate. It's natural to want a home that's as good as or better than
your neighbor's, but you need to be careful not to let envy cloud your
judgment. Comparing your property to others in the neighborhood
without a proper Comparative Market Analysis (CMA) can lead to
overvaluing your home or looking above your price point.
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The world of real estate can be a challenging one to navigate, with many potential
pitfalls that can derail your plans. As with any major financial transaction, there are
several deadly sins that can lead to costly mistakes and missed opportunities. In this
article, we'll explore the seven deadly sins of real estate, and offer some tips on how to
avoid them.



Pride in real estate is the tendency to let ego and emotions influence
negotiations. It is crucial to approach negotiations with a win/win
mentality to ensure both parties are satisfied with the outcome.
Letting pride interfere can lead to a breakdown in negotiations and
a failed transaction.

Gluttony, or excess, can be harmful in real estate when individuals
are unwilling to compromise or prioritize their wants over their needs.
For example, sellers who hold out for higher offers after already
receiving a reasonable one may end up losing the buyer altogether.
Similarly, buyers who demand too many repairs that are unnecessary
may risk losing the deal. It's essential to strike a balance between
getting what you want and being realistic about what is necessary to
make the transaction successful.

Wrath, or anger, can arise in real estate when individuals take
feedback or rejection personally. Not everyone is going to love your
house, and receiving constructive criticism is part of the process.
Similarly, losing in multiple offers can be frustrating, but getting
upset or angry can negatively impact future opportunities.
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Lastly, lust, or excessive desire, can cause individuals to focus solely
on one aspect of a real estate transaction. For example, seller's who
only look at the price of the offer and not the terms and conditions
can create problems down the road. Similarly, buyer's who prioritize
aesthetics over functionality may overlook properties that are an 8/10
and can be customized to their liking.

In conclusion, the seven deadly sins of real estate can have a significant impact on success and
satisfaction. Avoiding greed, sloth, envy, pride, gluttony, wrath, and lust can lead to more
productive and fulfilling experience for all involved.


